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inventions are described with grave complacency. Some of them
seem to be striking anticipations of modern achievements ; but the
happy guesses oie discounted by a number of unfounded and even
absurd speculations.
Bacon makes much more play than More had done with the
picturesque side of the imagmaiy voyage, and gnes a loose to
romance of a btatelv kind in buch incidents as the miraculous
epiphany of the Scnptures, the pillai of fire in the midbt of the
ocean breaking up and casting itself abroad, fc< as it were, into a
fiinument of many staib, \vlnch also \amshed soon after, and there
was nothing left to be seen but a snull ark or chest of cedar," in
which were contained all the canonical books of the Old and New
Testaments. Strange to say, they included some portions " which
were not at that time written," for the event took place three
thousand years ago. Like More's Utopia, and other abodes of
temporal felicity, New Atlantis was placed somewhere in the mystic
region of the setting sun. The course by which the adventurers
are driven there by tempests is long and perilous, and gives Bacon
the opportunity for cncumstantial narrative, in which he acquits
himself ably.
These were the two most famous of eaily Utopian romances in
English. Many of the works sometimes placed in the same class
have little right there : they are for the most part satires or coarse
lampoons adopting the pretence of an unknown land, as they might
any other form of allegory, for the sake of the equivoque. Such,
for instance, is the work usually attributed to Bishop Joseph Hall,
though it may have been by the Italian jurist Alberico Gentili,
with the title Mundus dlter et Idem, she Terra Australis antehac
semper incognita longis itineribus percgrini Academiil nuperimme
lustrata, auth. Mercuric Britannico}- It is a satire, not unallied to
the time-honoured encomium of folly, on the vices that distinguish
1 Piinted at Frankfuit (c 1605), but undated Utopian wnteit,. from Plato
downwards, had hitherto put then happy land somewhere in the Far West.
But the West was now becoming well known, hence, fiom this time onwards,
•we find a. preference for the unexploied spaces oi the South. That fabulous
land, Teira Australis, reappears in a number of the imaginaiy voyages—e.g.
those of Henry Nevile, Smeeks, Swift, etc (sec Geoffrey Atkinson The
Extraordinary Poyage in French Literature before r?oo (Columbia University Studies),
jgzo) Atkinson mentions More, Bacon, etc., but not Bishop Hall, Henry
Nevile, and other English writers who discovered the mythic Ten a Austrahs
earliei than the Frenchmen,

